Technique to minimize the incision length, in Minimally Invasive Dynamic Hip Screw procedure for the treatment of Intertrochanteric fractures of femur
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Abstract

Background: Fractures around the hip not only are very prevalent, but need more attention also, since the enhanced average life expectancy, the resultant elderly-osteoporotic-population pool has expanded, present orthopaedic surgeons are aflood with such cases[1–4]. The intertrochanteric fractures comprise 50% of the fractures around the hip[5]. Intertrochanteric fractures in the elderly are associated with high rates of mortality, ranging from 15 to 20%, as they are at a high risk for deep vein thrombosis (DVT), urinary tract infections, and pulmonary embolism when they fail to mobilize or ambulate early[6]. Early mobilization is only possible when stable fixation is achieved with less post-operative pain and when patients become haemodynamically stable.

Aims & Objective:
1. Even though minimally invasive DHS surgery is popular since last decade, still we intended to develop a truly minimally invasive technique without the need of any special instrumentation.
2. To confirm whether the proposed minimum incision allows sound fixation, without damaging the corners of the skin incision.

Materials & Methods: This is a prospective study done over a period of 2 years at the Department of Orthopaedics at a Tertiary Care Centre. Patients presenting to the Department of Orthopaedics, Index Medical College with intertrochanteric fractures were evaluated and analysed to be included in the study. 54 patients, who presented with an intertrochanteric femur fracture and who fulfilled the inclusion criteria were enrolled in the study Generally, for an AO 31 A1.1 and an A1.2 fracture, a two hole DHS plate is enough[34], but when we are not sure of the quality of implants or sound purchase of the screws in cortex, we use four hole standard barrel side 135 degrees plate. It is inserted first beneath the muscle inside-surface-out, grasping the barrel then slid along the shaft and then again turned inside-surface-inside, manually.

Results:
1. The minimum incision required to perform Dynamic Hip Screw surgery is almost ONE INCH, roughly equal to the thickness of the plate.
2. The skin remains uninjured if the location of incision is proper. Out of 54 patients only in 8 patients we had to extend the incision due to initial learning curve, unstable fracture, or to catch the bleeder.

Conclusion: Our study emphasised the need of locating the right entry point for the guidewire and the placing the incision slightly distal to it, since we intend to locate the incision from 2nd to 3rd screws. This enables the surgeon to manoeuvre instruments and implants through the ‘1-inch-incision’. 1-inch-incision‘if properly placed doesn’t does not lead to skin edge damage at incision site due to retraction.
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Introduction

Fractures around the hip not only are very prevalent, but need more attention also, since the enhanced average life expectancy, the resultant elderly-osteoporotic-population pool has expanded, present orthopaedic surgeons are aflood with such cases[1–4]. The intertrochanteric fractures comprise 50% of the fractures around the hip[5]. Intertrochanteric fractures in the elderly are associated with high rates of mortality, ranging from 15 to 20%, as they are at a high risk for deep vein thrombosis (DVT), urinary tract infections, and pulmonary embolism if they fail to mobilize or ambulate early[6]. Early mobilization is only possible when stable fixation is achieved with less post-operative pain and when patients become haemodynamically stable. Due to this, operative stabilization of these fractures is now the gold standard treatment. Although other options are available, the standard approach is to use a dynamic hip screw (DHS) with a 4-holed side plate in stable fractures in most centres[7–9] DHS was historically introduced in 1950s to replace the standard fixed nail plate[6]. Traditionally a wide surgical exposure is necessary for this procedure which comes with its drawbacks like a large skin incision, considerable soft tissue trauma, significant blood loss, and pain. In the attempt to find less invasive techniques to simplify surgery and minimise complications by reducing surgical time and blood loss, some authors used custom made implants or new devices which require the purchase of additional devices...
armamentarium by the hospital\textsuperscript{[10-12]}. The established incision length in literature is minimum 5 cm (13).

We hereby propose a surgical technique, to minimise the length of incision to 1 inch approx. equal to the width of the plate. We found the breadth of the plate to be the minimum length of the incision essential to manœuvre the plate in place.

**Materials and Method**

This is a prospective study done over a period of 2 years at Department of Orthopaedics at a Tertiary Care Centre.

**Inclusion criteria:**
1- Inter-trochanteric femur fractures in skeletally mature patients
2- Fractures which can be reduced closedly to highest acceptable standards

**Exclusion criteria:**
1- Compromised vascularity/integrity of skin at the incision site
2- Skeletally immature patients
3- Fractures which could not be reduced closedly
4- Pathological fractures

Patients presenting to department of Orthopaedics, Index Medical College with intertrochanteric fractures were evaluated and analysed to be included in the study. 54 patients, who presented with an intertrochanteric femur fracture and who fulfilled the inclusion criteria were enrolled in the study. Patients' details were recorded in the standard format. Patients were worked up for surgery as per the standard protocol. All patients were operated under spinal anaesthesia, since better muscle relaxation is required, so essential for this technique.

After induction, patients were placed on fracture table. For closed reduction of the fracture, traction was applied to the limb & following traction to unlock the fragment, external rotation of the limb was done, under the C-ARM guidance correcting the varus/valgus/sterior sagging of the distal fragment adduction and internal rotation to lock the fragment in the acceptable reduction. Closed reduction was achieved to the best level of acceptance, confirming with a C-arm image intensifier. We accept perfect reduction on lateral view 160-180 degree neck shaft angle (Fig. 2) and 130–140degree neck-shaft alignment on AP view (Fig. 1). Standard scrubbing, painting & draping is done.

Creating the entry point, at the right location is the most crucial step of the procedure(Fig. 3), since only a suitably located incision, allows insertion of the implant, without harmful retraction of the skin and soft tissues. A 135 degree 4hole barrel-plate is placed on the front of hip, along the shaft of femur and visualised under image intensifier to identify the proper location of entry point. The lateral surface skin is marked accordingly. We found, placing an inch long incision, from prospective 2nd to 3rd screws, equal to the breadth of the plate is the ideal location and the minimum size possible.
The fascia and the iliotibial band are incised half an inch longer on either side, then vastus femoral lateralis muscle is incised preferably with cautery and separated. A guide wire is directly drilled at the selected entry point. The guide wire is targeted central or inferior (in the head and neck) in AP view, and central in lateral view.

Usual reaming is done over the guide wire, falling 5 to 10 mm short of articular surface. A lag screw of appropriate size is passed over the guide wire(Fig. 4). In osteopenic cases we avoid tapping. If the head rotates during screwing the lag screw, we drill a guide/ k-wire, proximal to the incision through the skin, through the superior part of neck and head across acetabulum to prevent the rotation.

Generally, for an AO 31 A1.1 and an A1.2 fracture, a two hole DHS plate is enough(14), but when we are not sure of the quality of implants or sound purchase of the screws in cortex, we use four hole standard barrel side 135 degrees plate. It is inserted first beneath the muscle inside-surface-out(Fig. 5), grasping the barrel then slided along the shaft and then again turned inside-surface-in manually. The barrel plate is grasped and slid over the lag screw blindly, viewing under image intensifier as required(Fig. 7). Precise insertion of the lag screw to match the barrel, is essential for blindly coupling the barrel over the lag screw. The plate is fixed with 4.5 mm cortical screw of appropriate size(Fig. 6,8,9).
We whenever, see the corners of the skin incision over-stretched, during retraction (to provide adequate room for instruments and implants) we, extend the incision as required. When the shape of the corners of the incision appears ‘U’ instead of ‘V’, it’s a sign of overstretched skin.

The wound is sutured and dressed without a drain(Fig. 10).

Postoperative management is as per the standard protocol. The patients are followed up for a minimum period for 3 months. During follow up pain severity is assessed and time to ambulate is noted along, with the time to union and any complication.

**Results**

Numbers of patients: 54  
Male: 38 males  
Female: 16 females.  
Most of the patients were between the age: 50-70 yrs(28)  
Minimum patients were between the age: 10-30 years(8)

In 08 cases we had to extend the incision an inch due to the following reasons:
- In 6 cases due to wrong anticipation of entry point, probably due to our initial learning curve
- In 1 case we had to use a 5hole plate in place of 4, since we encountered a split in sub-trochanteric area, not visible in the pre-operative x-ray
- In 1 case to locate the bleeder
- In 2 cases we had skin issues like cautery burn, though short lived.

All fractures healed in normal course.

**Discussion**

Minimally invasive dynamic hip screw technique is already prevalent, but the size of incision has never been the matter of study. We in this study attempted to discover the minimum length of incision required for conveniently performing Dynamic Hip Screw surgery, with comparable fixation as traditional incision.

Traditionally a wide surgical exposure is necessary for this procedure which comes with its drawbacks like a large skin incision, considerable soft tissue trauma, significant blood loss, and pain. In the attempt to find less invasive techniques to simplify surgery and minimise complications by reducing surgical time and blood loss, some authors used custom made implants or new devices which require the purchase of additional armamentarium by the hospital[10-12]. The established
incision length in literature is minimum 5 cm[13]. Compared to conventional incision minimally invasive technique has benefits like less soft tissue trauma, better soft tissue and fracture healing, less post-operative pain, less analgesics usage, early rehabilitation and better functional outcome.

Our study emphasised the need of locating the right entry point for the guidewire and the placing the incision slightly distal to it, since we intend to locate the incision from 2nd to 3rd screws. This enables the surgeon to manoeuvre instruments and implants through the one inch incision. A narrow and thin spike is adequate to retract all soft tissues superiorly and inferiorly, to clear lateral surface of upper shaft around the entry point.

As long as the corners of the incision are ‘V’ shaped, the viability of the adjoining skin is unchallenged. A ‘U’ shaped corner prompts us to extend the incision.

After an initial learning curve in identifying the right skin incision location, it is natural to be able to do so eventually.

Limitation of the study

Since due to very minimal exposure, its not possible to use angle guide to facilitate insertion of guidewire at desired angle. Hence previous experience of performing dynamic hip screw comes handy for this job.

Conclusion

A minimally invasive DHS technique offers the advantage of less dissection, less blood loss, less pain thus less use of analgesics. All these factors lead to lesser duration of hospital stay thus less economic burden to health system and better outlook for already morbid elderly patients in whom the majority of intertrochanteric fracture occur.

Our study concludes that an one-inch long incision, equal to the breadth of the plate , when rightly placed, is adequate, to perform DHS surgery.
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